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ABSTRACT

A good knowledge of the hydraulic behaviour of an urban catchment and its surface drainage system is an essential requirement to guarantee traffic and pedestrian safety. In many cases, inlets have been situated according to spatial density criteria. Indeed, a more rational location of inlets on urban catchments must be defined according to an accurate analysis of the relationship between street flow and inlet hydraulic efficiency. Moreover, we lack specific hazard criteria in terms of the maximum acceptable flow depths and velocities on the streets that do not cause problems to pedestrians. In this paper, the results of two different experimental campaigns are presented. The first was carried out to evaluate inlet hydraulic efficiency; the second was carried out to address the pedestrian stability in urban flood conditions, whose aim was to propose new hazard criteria. On the basis of the experimental results, a methodology was developed to assess flood hazard in urban areas during storm events. If a refined topographic representation of urban areas is available, a two-dimensional numerical simulation of urban flooding can be performed using complete shallow water equations. According to this approach, a numerical application for flood hazard assessment in a street of Barcelona is shown.
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INTRODUCTION

Influence of surface drainage systems on the modelling of urban flooding and dual drainage

The good knowledge of the hydraulic behaviour of an urban street and its surface drainage system represents an essential requirement to guarantee traffic and pedestrian safety and, also, correct management of sewer systems. Storm sewer systems are typically designed on the assumption of near full-flowing pipes, often with little regard for how surface runoff is delivered to it (Schmitt et al. 2004; Smith 2006). In reality, surface runoff is almost never fully conveyed by storm sewers in case of medium or heavy rainfalls when the surface drainage system is insufficient. Even the best hydrological and hydraulic models for the management of sewer systems provide inadequate simulations under this hypothesis.

In the last years, several authors attempted to elaborate a more detailed methodology to simulate urban flooding (see, for instance, Aronica & Lanza 2005; Boonya-Aroonnet et al. 2007). According to these studies, an accurate analysis of urban flooding caused by surcharged sewers in urban drainage systems requires dual drainage modeling. A detailed dual drainage simulation model is described based upon hydraulic flow routing procedures for surface flow and pipe flow. Moreover, the knowledge of the hydraulic behaviour of surface drainage structures is absolutely necessary for these types of studies. In fact, the hydraulic efficiency of surface drainage structures governs at the same time the rate of water removal from the gutter and the amount of water that can enter into the storm system. In this frame, it is obvious that the general problem of urban drainage cannot consider the following two distinct components separately: (1) the surface (or ‘major’) system composed of streets, ditches, and various natural and artificial channels and (2) a subsurface storm sewer network (or ‘minor system’) (Smith 2006). Kidd & Helliwell (1977) described the urban runoff process as a two-phase phenomenon, incorporating a surface phase with an underground phase. They recognized the complexity of the interactions between these two phases. Surface drainage systems

represent this interface, but to date the lack of knowledge about the hydraulic behaviour of these types of structures (inlets, macro-inlets, continuous grates, etc.) have not been fully overcome. In the eighties, some municipalities of Canada required maximum flow depths and velocities in the major system in case of storms. This required a separate calculation for the major and minor systems. OTTSWMM (Wisner & Kassam 1985) was one of the first examples of a computer model design to provide this type of calculation.

General aspects related to the flow modeling in urban areas

Flow modeling in urban areas is very difficult due to the complexity of the topography and the peculiarity of the flow characteristics (very low flow depths and high velocities). A detailed and full flood hazard assessment requires a local knowledge of the flow parameters over the entire domain under study. In order to fulfill these requirements, powerful tools and very detailed topographic data represent the only way to calculate locally flow parameters (flow depth, flow velocity, flood duration, Froude number, etc.) and often this unique method represents the most expensive as well method.

The problem of floods in urban areas has been analyzed by several authors using one (1D) and two-dimensional (2D) models (Hsu et al. 2000; Aronica & Lanza 2005; Costanzo & Macchiione 2006), or linking 1D-2D approaches in order to simulate the ‘two phases’ of the urban drainage (Boonya-Aroonnet et al. 2007; Chen et al. 2007) or to analyze some real cases employing various techniques for urban flood simulations (Aronica & Lanza 2005; Russo et al. 2005; Gómez et al. 2009). In particular, the potential flooding associated with the failure of a number of inlets in the system was investigated by Aronica & Lanza (2005). The studies carried out to date confirm that 2D analysis of the surface flow is very adequate for local estimation of the flow parameters. In this case, specific tools able to solve 2D Saint Venant equations are required, at the same time detailed topographic data are necessary. Nowadays, LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) technology has become a reference in the field of Remote sensing. Actually topography combination of aircraft-based LIDAR and GPS has evolved into an important tool to produce extremely accurate elevation models for terrain. Unfortunately, this technique is expensive and commonly used for well-defined and limited domains. For these reasons, 2D studies are generally carried out on specific areas where one-dimensional approaches or historical information have previously indicated possible critical points of the analyzed catchment. In this case a gradual methodology considering different approaches (varying in terms of accuracy and domain extension) becomes more interesting.

Flood hazard characterization in case of storm events in urban areas

The hazard degree related to floodwater is commonly related to flow depth (y) and velocity (v), so several authors proposed different relationships between these two parameters in order to express the hazard level in case of floods (Abt et al. 1989; Reiter 2000). Mostly these studies were carried out for the river flooding due to heavy rains or dam break accidents. In these cases very high discharges and flow depths occur (Macchione & Viggiani 2004; Macchione & Rino 2008) so that ‘flood hazard’ is defined as the flood conditions that cause people to be swept away. Some of these experimental studies suggest that the safe limit (for adults) is a product of depth times velocity in the range of 0.5–1.0 m²/s, even though many of these expressions concern floods in river and floodplain so they are not very adequate to be used in urban areas for floods produced by heavy storms. In fact when river floods occur in rural and urban catchments, high flow depths (up to some meters) are combined with flow velocity values up to 1–2 m/s during medium-long duration. On the other hand, urban floods due to heavy rains produce situations in which flood onset is sudden (flash floods) and where there is no warning. Urban flash floods are sudden phenomena normally characterized by short flooding durations and devastating effects due to the high concentration of goods and properties located in urban areas. In these cases of flooding heavy and medium storms events (sometimes because of inadequate surface drainage systems) generate large uncontrolled amounts of surface runoff that circulate on urban streets determinating a significant hazard for pedestrian and vehicular circulation. Moreover, urban flooding may be exacerbated by the simultaneous overflows of significant amounts of stormwaters discharged by the sewer manholes coming from surcharged trunks of the underground sewer systems. Furthermore the low roughness of the impervious surfaces causes circulating urban surface runoff with very low flow depths (often less than 10–15 cm) combined very high flow velocity (up to 3 or 4 m per second). If dragging flow criterion is considered, it is possible to observe that drag force is directly proportional to the flow depth, while it results a function of the squared flow velocity (Nanía 1999). Notwithstanding the importance
of the flow parameters for the flood hazard assessment, no specific criterion concerning the flow velocity combined with low flow depths (some centimeters up to the curb height) was found.

HYDRAULIC PERFORMANCE OF SURFACE DRAINAGE STRUCTURES

Hydraulic efficiency: definition

The hydraulic performance of a surface drainage structure depends on its geometry, the characteristics of the gutter flow as well as on the geometric characteristics of the street. The hydraulic efficiency of these types of elements can be defined as the ratio of the discharge intercepted by the structure to the total discharge approaching to it:

\[ E = \frac{Q_{\text{int}}}{Q} \]  

where \( E \) is the hydraulic efficiency, \( Q_{\text{int}} \) is the discharge intercepted by the surface drainage structure, \( Q \) is the circulating discharge approaching the surface drainage structure.

The flow that is not intercepted by the structure, named ‘carry-over discharge’ (Guo 1997) or ‘bypass discharge’ (Nicklow & Hellman 2004) is defined as follows:

\[ Q_b = Q - Q_{\text{int}} \]  

where \( Q_b \) is the carry-over discharge.

Actually many procedures concerning the hydraulic efficiency of surface drainage structures are based on specific results of experimental campaigns. Only a few methodologies for predicting the hydraulic efficiency of untested inlets have been identified at the present time (Spaliviero et al. 2000).

Experimental campaigns carried out at the UPC hydraulic laboratory

In 1997 the Flumen Research Group of the Technical University of Catalonia (UPC) started a new line of research in the field of surface drainage structure hydraulics. The first experimental campaign concerned the hydraulic characterization of several inlets commonly used in Barcelona. With this aim a physical model was designed and built in the hydraulic laboratory of the UPC (Figure 1(a)). Tests were made in a 1:1 scale model of a roadway measuring 3 m wide and 5.5 m long. The platform is able to simulate lanes with transversal slope of up to 4% and longitudinal slope of up to 14%. According to the system capacity, it is possible to test drain inlets and study their hydraulic capacity for a large set of flows (0–200 L/s). The intercepted discharge by the inlet is conveyed to a v-notch triangular weir and the flow measurement is carried out through a limnimeter with an accuracy of 0.1 mm. Flow depth measurements on the platform are obtained directly with a thin graduated invar scale.

A specific methodology was implemented for the estimation of inlet hydraulic efficiency on the basis of the approaching flow circulating in the gutter and the geometry of the grates. Particularly the following power law expression was proposed:

\[ E = A \left( \frac{Q}{y} \right)^B \]  

where \( E \) is the hydraulic efficiency of the inlet, \( Q \) is the discharge approaching to the inlet (m³/s), \( y \) is the flow depth measured at the curb immediately upstream from the inlet, \( A \) is an empirical coefficient of the inlet grate, \( B \) is an empirical coefficient of the inlet grate.

Moreover specific coefficients \( A \) and \( B \) were related to the geometry of the grates (such as void area, number and
type of the bars, etc.), so it was possible to estimate hydraulic efficiency for a specific inlet on the basis of the gutter flow without the necessity of previous experimental tests. Further tests allowed to increase the number of tested inlets and the valid range of the achieved expressions, while theoretical studies were carried out to compare the developed methodology to those employed in other countries (Gómez & Russo 2005) and to generalize the procedure for different types of street geometry with a uniform triangular gutter (Russo et al. 2007).

More recently further experimental campaigns concerning other types of surface drainage structures such as continuous transversal grates, macro-grates and unconventional structures are underway.

The experimental results achieved showed that Equation (3) can be used for these types of elements too, while for other types of structures it is no possible. Specifically a new empirical expression was developed for continuous transverse grates in which hydraulic efficiency is related to the flow conditions upstream from the grates and to two specific coefficients depending on the grate geometry (Gómez & Russo 2009b):

\[ E = a \cdot \left( \frac{Fr}{\left( \frac{y}{L'} \right)^{0.812}} \right) + \beta \]  

(4)

where, in addition to the other previously defined parameters, \( Fr \) is the Froude number upstream the grate, \( a \) and \( \beta \) are two coefficients which depend exclusively on the geometric characteristics of the grates, \( L' \) is the length of the minimum rectangle including the void area in the flow direction, \( y \) is the normalized water depth related to \( L' \) and calculated immediately upstream of the grate.

The experimental campaigns did not consider the possibility of clogging. At the moment, no empirical experience has been carried out on the clogging phenomenon, that could reduce significantly the hydraulic efficiency of the inlets.

**FLOOD HAZARD ASSESSMENT IN URBAN AREAS DURING STORM EVENTS**

To date, the experimental campaigns addressing the stability of human subjects in flood conditions have been carried out in some hydraulic laboratories through the construction of channels reproducing natural streams in real scale, in order to avoid scale effects (Abt et al. 1989; ARMC 2000).

No reference concerning human stability in flooded streets was found in the literature. Due to the peculiarity of the flow circulating on the streets during storm events, a different physical model was developed in order to reproduce, at the maximum and possible level, the human subject conditions when a flooded street has to be crossed during storm events.

In order to reproduce a flooded street, a model essentially made up by a platform (for testing) and an upstream regulation tank was planned and built in the UPC ‘Physical Model Laboratory’. Particularly the platform presents two sidewalks to reproduce the entrance of the human subject into the flooded gutter and a roadway with its own transverse slope (Figure 1(b)). The platform can rotate in order to achieve several longitudinal slopes (and, consequently, very high flow velocity values) up to the maximum value of 10%. The maximum discharge capacity of the laboratory pumps is 500 L/s. Due to this important limitation, in order to have enough flow circulating on the model and to achieve high velocity values, a platform with one street layer 2.60 m wide and 5 m long was built. According to the Barcelona Sewer System Master Plan, a transverse slope value of 2% was set for the lane of the platform. Moreover the height of the curb was fixed to 15 cm on the one side of the lane (Gómez & Russo 2009a). According to the established testing protocol, human subjects crossing the platform were tested with a large range of circulating flows and several geometric configurations. In this way human stability in a flooded urban street was studied for a large spectrum of flow conditions as well as considering a wide range of people characteristics (weight, height, etc.). Finally 834 tests regarding 23 human subjects were carried out considering different lighting conditions (in some cases, subjects had restricted vision due to dark glasses, trying to reproduce night conditions). Hazard conditions were classified into three groups (low, medium and high) and parameters at which these conditions occurred were recorded. The results obtained showed that for a human subject weighting between 50 and 60 kg, few centimetres of flow with a velocity of 1.5–2 m/s can generate a loss of stability due to phenomena of dragging or overturning. The results of the experimental campaign demonstrated that the actual hazard criteria elaborated for the hazard characterization in floodplains are not adequate for urban flooded areas characterized by low flow depths and high velocities.

According to the adopted definitions, high hazard condition occurred when an individual indicated a clear loss of stability (individual could not longer remain stable in a standing or walking position or was dragged away by the
Low hazard level: 1.51 m/s.
Medium hazard level: 1.56 m/s.
High hazard level: 1.88 m/s.

As shown by these results, medium and low hazard levels are very similar. Moreover, flow conditions that could generate low and medium hazard are more subjective than others related to high hazard, so it seems appropriate to propose for the hazard levels the following ranges (effective for flow depths between 9 and 16 cm):

High hazard level: \( v \geq 1.88 \) m/s.
Moderate hazard level: \( 1.51 \leq v < 1.88 \) m/s.
Low hazard level: \( v < 1.51 \) m/s.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE METHODOLOGY CARRIED OUT ON REAL CASE STUDIES

The methodology carried out taking into account hydraulic characterization of surface drainage structures and the hazard conditions were implemented in several real case studies considering different levels of accuracy. The level of accuracy of the analysis often depends on the availability of topographic data or the adequacy of the computational tools.

Generally the rational method is successfully used in many urban drainage calculation procedures. Its frequent use is due to the reduced size of the basins in urban areas. Normally spacing between two adjacent drainage grate is of the order of tens of meters and sub-catchment areas are lower of one hectare, consequently if poor data are available, its use can be convenient. In this case inlets can be considered as hydrological limits of a series of sub-catchments that jointly represent the whole urban basin. In the design phase it is possible to determine the optimal spacing among inlets to fulfill the hazard criteria admitted by Public Administrations (Russo et al. 2007).

The hydraulic behavior of an urban catchment formed by a series of streets may be studied through procedures considering 1D flow propagation, while the rainfall runoff transformation may be treated in different ways. If surfaces as terraces and roofs are directly connected to the sewer system, an urban catchment can be represented as a series of sidewalks and roads that compose the hydrological sub-catchments. Every subcatchment should be represented through its own parameters (longitudinal and transversal slopes, wide, roughness, etc.). Each variation in term of physics or geometric parameters determines a hydrological limit between two adjacent subcatchments. Moreover each inlet represents a hydrological limit as well, such as a crossroads where hydrographs proceeding from different streets will be combined. Once an urban catchment has been divided into an adequate number of subcatchments, for each of them it is necessary to define models which simulate the rainfall runoff transformation and the flow propagation. In these cases a 1D kinematic wave approach can be used if gradients and specific gutters ensure clear one-dimensional flow behaviour (Russo et al. 2005).

Often the runoff circulates uncontrolled on the urban surfaces due to the lack of clear thalwegs or adequate gutters capable to collect it. This phenomenon is a typical situation occurring in squares, parks, street bends or corners, etc. In these cases isolated conventional inlets result ineffective to capture, quickly, the circulating flows producing stormwater storage phenomena. So, generally, macro-grates located in sag points or continuous transverse grates are used. Moreover the runoff circulating over these areas presents a clear two-dimensional behaviour, so this type of modelling requires a 2D approach.

A specific two-dimensional code for numerical simulation of urban flooding was developed in the LAMPI laboratory of the University of Calabria (Unical) (Costanzo & Macchione 2006), in order to locally evaluate the hydraulic behavior of the urban streets and the efficiency of the drainage system, and provide hazard maps related to each considered storm event. The code is based on the
complete two-dimensional shallow water equations:

$$\frac{\partial U}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial F}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial G}{\partial y} = S$$

in which:

$$U = \left( \begin{array}{c} h \\ hu \\ hv \end{array} \right); \quad F = \left( \begin{array}{c} hu \\ hu^2 + \frac{1}{2}gh^2 \\ hv \end{array} \right); \quad G = \left( \begin{array}{c} hv \\ hvu \\ hv^2 + \frac{1}{2}gh^2 \end{array} \right); \quad S = \left( \begin{array}{c} q_{\text{rain}} - q_{\text{drain}} \\ gy(S_{0x} - S_{fx}) \\ gy(S_{0y} - S_{fy}) \end{array} \right)$$

where $U$ is the vector of the flow variables, $F$ and $G$ are the fluxes in the $x$- and $y$- directions, $S$ is the source term, $t$ is time, $x$- and $y$- are the horizontal coordinates, $h$ is the flow depth, $u$ and $v$ are the depth-averaged flow velocities in $x$- and $y$- directions respectively, $g$ is the acceleration due to gravity, $q_{\text{rain}}$ is the specific discharge due to the rain, $q_{\text{drain}}$ is the specific discharge withdrawn by inlets and it is calculated by the expression [3], $S_{0x}$ and $S_{0y}$ are the bed slopes in $x$- and $y$- directions, which can be calculated from Strickler’s formula:

$$S_{fx} = \frac{u\sqrt{u^2 + v^2}}{k^2h^{1/3}}; \quad S_{fy} = \frac{v\sqrt{u^2 + v^2}}{k^2h^{1/3}}$$

where $k$ is Strickler’s coefficient.

The Equations (5) have been numerically integrated by means of the upwind finite volume HLLC scheme. Some numerical applications of the numerical code have been performed for a street having the typical geometry used in the city district of Barcelona known as the Example (Gómez et al., 2009). The longitudinal and the transversal slopes were set at 1%; the same slopes were assumed for the sidewalks. The simulation was performed for a street reach having a length of 60 m and considering the inlets placed along the borders of the street spaced every 10 m (Figure 2). A specific inlet grate was considered and its hydraulic efficiency was calculated by the Equation (3). For the numerical simulation the reach of the street was discretised as a domain of 3,120 cells with sides having lengths of 0.5 m. The 2D code was used for the flood hazard assessment of the street under the hypothesis of a storm with a return period of 10 years (the project storm used for the design of Barcelona sewer system). With this aim hazard maps concerning flow depths and velocity were

Figure 2 | (a) Geometric characteristic of the street reach analyzed; (b) map of the flow velocities (m/s) and (c) map of the flow depths (mm), on a flat street. The water is flowing left to right.
elaborated (Figure 2). The hydraulic simulation demonstrates, for given slope conditions, that a spacing of 10 m is enough to avoid moderate to high hazard for pedestrian. A perspective would be to optimise spacing to be just under 1.5 m/s for the 10 years return period rainfall to not overload pipes and induce downstream up-flow from man-holes. This application shows that empirical hydraulic efficiency and 2D shallow water hydraulic modelling open several perspectives. For example other 2D analysis was carried out in order to evaluate the effectiveness of a number of continuous transverse grates installed in a new square of Barcelona (Spain). In this case some flood hazard assessment studies were carried out for several storm events (design storms with return period of 10 and 100 years and a historical rainfall event) and hazard maps were elaborated according to specific hazard criteria (Ciliberti et al. 2008).

CONCLUSIONS

The study of the modern planning of urban drainage systems, able to satisfy the hazard criteria for pedestrians and vehicles, requires advanced mathematical models and experimental studies for an accurate description of the main characteristics of flow over urban areas. Given the very small water depths involved in urban runoff, a very accurate topographic representation of urban areas has to be used as the basis of hydraulic calculations. Moreover realistic results cannot be obtained without the knowledge of the hydraulic behaviour of the surface drainage systems under real flow conditions. On the other hand flood hazard map assessment in urban areas should be related to hazard criteria characteristic of this type of flood. In this paper all these aspects have been treated in order to propose rigorous methodologies to study the surface hydraulic behaviour of urban catchments during storm events. This paper summarizes a line of research about the design of surface drainage systems according to hazard criteria related to flooding of urban areas carried out by the Flumen Research Group (UPC) and LAMPIT (Unical).
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